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REMEMBER, REMEMBER 
TO ORDER BY THE 

10th OF DECEMBER!
Don’t forget that with our huge stock levels of suites and cabinet, 

you can still order any of our stocked items up until 
Monday 10th December for Pre-Christmas Delivery. 

Scotland - Contact Head Office 00353 429 351 351
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis 07860 418168
London N. Thames to Northamptonshire - Robin Humphrey 07966 227121
London S. Thames and South East - Andy Clarke 07916 282 683
South West & South Wales - Martin Demmer 07980 729 298

UK:   00353 42 9 351 351 Ireland: 042 9 351 351

www.tcsimports.com

The Lorenzo Suite from TCS Available in 1,2,3,4,5+ Seaters

- fabric and italian leather suites - corner suites -
-  electric and manual recliners - swivel recliners -

power lift recliners - cinema seating -
- dining chairs and tables - cabinet ranges -

-  sofa beds - tub chairs - promotional ranges -

- fabric and italian leather suites - corner suites -
-  electric and manual recliners - swivel recliners -

power lift recliners - cinema seating -
- dining chairs and tables - cabinet ranges -

-  sofa beds - tub chairs - promotional ranges -

MONDAY

DECEMBER
10

STOCK ORDERS
ACCEPTED



SERVICE QUALITY VALUE

TCS - Taking Customers Seriously

t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e r v i c e

THE CHAMPIONS 
OF THE INDEPENDENT

RETAILER

Be part of our new web marketing campaign
designed specifically to drive customers through
your door along with new instore merchandising
to achieve those vital sales.

Are you receiving maximum benefits 

as an Official TCS Stockist?

search :: tcs furniture

We at TCS put servicing the needs of 1000+ 
Independent Retailers throughout the UK and Ireland at the 

heart of our business.

WINNERS -  BEST LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
MANUFACTURER 2009, 2011 and 2012



SPECIAL
OFFERS

CHESHIRE

EXTENDER

1 SET £199

3 SETS £499

DEVON

EXTENDER

1 SET £199

3 SETS £499
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The government backed taskforce has held
its first meeting and revealed the startling
fact that there are too many stores in our
town centres. 

The chairman of the body, made of up
representatives of nine trade organisations,
landlords and banks, says landlords
borrowed more than the properties are now
worth and so they cannot afford to invest in
them. As a result they can’t let them and
have had to increase the rents of those they
can let to cover their borrowing repayments.
They – and the banks which lent them the
money – are also unwilling to sell them at a
loss. 

Mark Williams, a partner in property firm

Hark Group, says public and private sectors
have to come together to find ways of
financing the changes needed on the high
streets. 

Given that the two banks on the DRPT are
Lloyds and RBS, can we expect a proposal
that the banks write-off their investments in
these property deals so the private sector
can redevelop them while the taxpayer foots
the bill?

Surely sorting out business rates should be
more of a priority for the government than
setting up what many will see as a talking
shop. Delaying revaluation until 2017 only
gives retailers more worries and does
nothing to help high streets.

The saga that has been Victoria Carpets
has finally come to an end (see page 8). Or
has it? The new board has yet to say anything
on how it will run things, the future of its
senior management (Alan Bullock, group md
had said he’d leave if the board was changed)
or how it will return £3 a share to
shareholders. Perhaps a phone call to Jeffrey
Lorberbaum, Mohawk Industries executive
chairman might be order to find out if he
wants to put some money Kidderminster’s
way after buying Pergo for £93.5m in cash.

How is the Distressed Retail
Property Taskforce going to
end the cycle of under
investment and decline
when it all comes down to
writing off lots of money?
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DFS profits hit
a record high
DFS made record profits of £82m in the year to 28 July, a rise of 2.5%
in EBITA (earnings before interest, taxes and amortisation).

‘As we expected, the improving trend in performance during the
year continued in the fourth quarter. Sales increased by 6.6% in the
second half year, recovering from a decrease of 10.3% in the first half,’
says Ian Filby, DFS chief executive.

‘This performance benefited from a growing sales contribution
from our new stores, which also began to contribute to profit.
Improved margins over the year as a whole reflected the increase in
our own manufacturing capacity and our drive to improve efficiency
across the business, particularly through more cost-effective media
buying.’

The group has added production shifts at two of its factories 
and is recruiting 60 staff at its Lincoln House factory, lifting numbers
to 300.

Victoria Carpets has warned that the costs of the battle for
boardroom control and a continuing sales decline in Australia
mean it will only break even for the first half of the year.

Some £210,000 was spent on legal advice and £270,000
organising last month’s general meeting, which saw the board
replaced.

Victoria says the Jubilee and Olympics reduced high street
footfall but it has gained market share with UK sales
‘significantly ahead.’

It says it anticipates its LVT ranges and new carpet collections
will help offset ‘any further market weakness’.

In Australia, August and September are generally 
considered to be the start of a strong seasonal run into the
Christmas holiday period, but there has been no sign of an
uplift in sales. Instead ‘the market appears to be deteriorating
further’ the company says.

At the general meeting Katherine Innes Ker, chairman, and
David Garman were voted off the board with Geoff Wilding,
Alexander Anton and Andrew Harrison replacing them. Wilding
has become executive chairman with Anton and Harrison as
non-executives.

United Carpets
opts for pre-pack
United Carpets has opted for a pre-arranged
administration after failing to get its landlords to cut
store rents.

The chain placed its principal trading company
United Carpets (Northern) into administration and
then immediately bought the business and the
majority of the assets through United Carpets
(Franchisor).

The deal leaves it free to walk away from any of
the 72 stores it cannot agree rents on. 

Previously the chain had warned that a significant
number of stores were unviable without a cut in
rent.

‘The board is disappointed at the need to take
these steps but is confident that the core of
locations remaining once the restructure is
concluded will, with appropriately adjusted
overheads, provide the foundation for a successful
and sustainable business,’ says United.

Victoria counts the cost of board battle

Shareholders voted approximately two-to-one supporting
the changes, 51.8% for Anton being elected and 26.3% against,
but almost 22% of shareholders failed to vote.

The group has agreed to sell its unused sports ground in
Kidderminster to Wyre Forest District Council for £850,000.

Carpetright has seen its second
consecutive quarter of growth, although
the rate declined sharply.

UK like for like sales edged up by 0.6%
in the 12 weeks to 13 October. Total sales
dropped by 0.6%, which the chain said

was due to the net closure of two stores.
Darren Shapland, Carpetright chief

executive, said retail sales excluding
insurance and house builders would
have been 2.4% higher.

The figures compare with 1.7%, 2.1%

and 5.3% respectively for the previous
quarter, helped by wet weather.

European sales have continued to
suffer, with weaker consumer confidence
in the Netherlands blamed for 12.7%
decline.

It is anticipated new carpet collections will offset ‘further market weakness’

Carpetright sees growth slow in second quarter



Need a breath of fresh air? Discover the new MERVENT collection, with its resolutely

contemporary design that exudes calm and tranquillity. Introduce your interior to the unique

and natural charm of this collection with its sleek lines. Unearth your true

soul with the MERVENT collection.

MERVENT
Nature, Design,
and Well being

www.gautier.fr

Unit 4 - Curo Park
Frogmore - St-Albans - HERTS - AL2 - 2DD

Tel. +(44) 1727877977

DUBA I  •  PAR IS  •  D E LH I  •  GENEVA  •  SOF IA  •  MO S CO W •  LO N D O N  •  T O RO N T O •  R I YAD H  •  CASABL ANC A
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AIS winners
Glasswells and Barrow Clark Complete
Furnishers have been named as AIS’s top
retailers. 

Glasswells won Member of the Year in
the 1-3 turnover group, with Sterling
second and Fishpools third. In the 4-5
turnover groups, Barrow Clark took the
award ahead of Clarkes Furnishers, and
JH Sinclair of Scarborough.

In the supplier awards, Alstons won
Upholstery Supplier of the Year, ahead of
Celebrity and Sherbourne. Nolte Mobel
was named as Cabinet Supplier of the
Year, ahead of Corndell and Woodberry
Bros & Haines. Harrison Beds won the
Bed Supplier award, followed by
Dreamworks Beds and Stuart Jones.

‘Service is one key element for today’s
independent retailer and we are
delighted to recognise not just these
retail members but also our suppliers
who demonstrate the same core values,’
says Peter Mallinson, AIS merchandise
director.

Ikea is the latest multinational retailer to
have its tax affairs questioned.

According to the Sunday Times, the
chain reduced its UK profits by £35.7m in
2010-2011 after paying a 3% royalty to
Inter Ikea Systems in Holland, which is
controlled by another firm based in
Liechtenstein.

The newspaper says £8.1m of
corporation tax was paid on profits of
£23.6m but without the fee a further

£9.7m of corporation tax would have
been payable.

The fee allows its UK operation to use
the Ikea name and designs. 

‘There is a 3% franchise fee on Ikea
sales worldwide. Tax authorities in the
Netherlands have consistently confirmed
that Inter Ikea Systems BV is the
beneficial owner of the Ikea retail system
and the franchise fee income,’ an Ikea
spokesman told the newspaper.

Habitat to take central role as
Argos tries to catch up online
The Habitat brand will play a key role
for Argos and Homebase in a store,
brand and positioning shake-up after
parent company Home Retail Group
admitted its online operation has
fallen behind.

Argos is to cut its 35 own-label
brands and give more marketing
emphasis to a smaller number,
including Habitat, in an effort to lift
own-label sales to a third of its
business by 2018.

Some 75 of its 739 stores will be
closed or moved in the next five years
as it looks to catch up with etailers
such as Amazon. The chain wants to
become digitally rather than catalogue
led, and will introduce a slimmer
version of its catalogue directing
shoppers online for prices and a wider
selection of products.

The chain also wants to target more
well-off consumers, saying its offer

was biased towards poorer shoppers.
‘Online commerce has grown rapidly

with expanded product ranges and
more dynamic and transparent pricing
on branded goods. Fast and
convenient fulfilment has increased in
importance with next-day home
delivery and click and collect in-store
becoming standard offers. Both the
marketplace and technology have
changed considerably in the last few
years and Argos expects that this
change will continue in the future,
particularly with consumers now
rapidly adopting new mobile and
online technology,‘ it says.

The plan is to widen its online offer
and improve delivery times. Argos is
already the second most visited online
retailer with 440 million visits a year.
Some 12% of sales are online, 30% are
reserved online for in-store collection,
9% ordered in-store for home delivery

or by telephone and 49% in-store.
The chain already has 1,000 Habitat

branded products.
Sister chain Homebase will roll-out

Habitat concessions as it develops its
latest store format. It sells Habitat
branded products in more than 200
stores. ‘Habitat gives the Homebase
customer greater choice with premium
quality, contemporary styling, as well
as some iconic designs that have been
bestsellers for many years,’ it says.

The new strategy came as Argos saw
like for like sales rise by 0.6% in the
half-year to 1 September, with sales
reaching £1.68bn. However, operating
margin was flat at 0.2%. It has set a
target of a ‘mid single-digit’ margin by
2018.

At Homebase, like for like sales
declined by 6.2%, with sales of £787m.
Its operating margin fell from 3.6% to
3.1%.

Ikea tax affairs under spotlight

Ikea UK pays a 3%
franchise fee
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Investment support for WBH
Cabinet producer Woodberry Brothers & Haines has secured
support for its investment plans for the next 15 years.

‘As part of a comprehensive review we have been looking
at ways of growing the business and future-proofing the
company to meet the challenges going forward,’ says Mark
Woodberry, WBH md.

The plans have the backing of the board and investors.
Lloyds Bank has committed itself to the company’s future
plans for a minimum of 15 years, including an early renewal
of facility and a normalised loan that will see it through to
2027. ‘This level of support demonstrates a joint belief in
our strategy for the future,’ he says.

Woodberry says the strategy for 2013/14 will see it focus

on recent successes. ‘Investment in a clear product
development plan has seen the company move into new
areas of business with a higher emphasis on contemporary
products. While wishing to remain loyal to existing
customers, our focus has to be on strengthening these areas
of growth and ensuring we continue to improve our
customer service to keep pace.’

The company has written off £1.5m of old stock but
Woodberry insists the decision ‘will hold us in good stead in
the years to come. These strategic plans give us the perfect
platform from which to go forward. This can only be good
news for the company and our employees, our customers
and the consumer – and for British manufacturing.’

David Bacchus, director of The
Wood Flooring Company in
Cheadle Hulme, Stockport, is the
first Quick-Step master installer to
achieve TrustMark accreditation.

‘In today’s climate, homeowners
have to be savvy about to whom
they give their hard-earned cash.
The days of the cowboy builder are
coming to an end: consumers are
looking for quality workmanship
backed up with references,
recommendations and warranties.
With my status as a Quick-Step
TrustMark approved installer, I am
instantly set apart from my
competition and can offer

customers the reassurance that
they desire,’ he says.

The TrustMark scheme is the only
government endorsement available
for tradesmen and the Quick-Step
Academy is the only flooring
manufacturer to have successfully
completed the audit to become
TrustMark approved.

‘Having our first TrustMark
approved installer is exciting for the
academy, and we hope that many
more of our master installers will be
inspired to work towards TrustMark
approval,’ says Darren Robinson,
Quick-Step Academy training and
development manager.

Group tie-up
Christie-Tyler has been appointed as a preferred
supplier to SMG.

‘We are really pleased to be coming on board with
SMG. Many of the SMG members, who number over
350, are keen to sell and promote wider ranges of
upholstery, beds, lighting and occasional furniture,
and we will be working with them to maximise the
potential,’ says Peter Hopper, Christie-Tyler ceo.

Staffing boost: Ulster Carpets has upped its workforce by
25 to 505 to meet increased demand, particularly in its
export markets. The recruitment comes after operating
profits rose by 72% to £5m with sales up 13% to £55m in
the year to 31 March. ‘We owe this result to the outstanding
commitment and dedication of our employees. This
performance is all the more remarkable given that we are
competing in a global marketplace against mainly low cost
labour production, but our enduring competitiveness
keeps us ahead,’ says Nick Coburn, Ulster md.

David Bacchus now has TrustMark accreditation

First for master installer





to view our full range visit - www.furniturelinkuk.co.uk

T: 01948 841321

furniturelink

*In stock      * 2 Week Delivery      *check stock facility       * over 50 ranges      * late Christmas cut off 
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

WHO ELSE WANTS TO
GUARANTEE SALES

SUCCESS IN 2013?

“We beat every record! It’s been absolutely 
fantastic. I’ll ring you next time I’d like to raise 

a quick £200 thousand!”
Dorothy Pontoppidan. MD. Oakea Ltd, Hereford

“We took about 65% of current annual turnover
during the 17 day sales event. This proves 

adverting works if it’s done properly”
Trissie Beard. MD. BROOK LEISURE. Surrey.

“So there is a market out there! It’s like fishing 
with Dynamite!  The Greenwood Sale went very
well and your people were good to work with and

did a great job “
Michael Roome. MD. Roomes of Upminster.

2012 has been a record year for us and also for
our clients, many of whom smashed all their 

previous sales records during a Greenwood Sale.

Greenwood Sales continue to generate record-
breaking results for all kinds of retailers, all 

over the UK and Ireland, despite the constant 
economic negativity.

Don’t wait for business to walk in the door.
Do something to bring in crowds of eager 
customers. Call Greenwood in to help you 

realise the optimum potential of your next big
sales event.

Call us now for your information pack and 
discover the possibilities and options we can 

offer you, without obligation.

BOOKING NOW THROUGHOUT 2013
CALL 01625 521010

UK Flooring Direct
Online flooring retailer UK Flooring Direct has
promoted Tim Brennan, retail and ecommerce
director, to md. Founder and owner Jason
Ashby becomes chairman. Brennan joined the
retailer in May. He was previously retail and
multichannel director at Multiyork and spent 20
years at Currys and PC World parent DSG International ending
up as head of ecommerce trading.

Tim Brennan

Kingstown
Kingstown Furniture has
promoted four of its senior
managers to the board.
David Frampton, design
manager has become design
director; Terry Allen, business
systems coordinator is now
operations director; David
Busby, engineering manager
is production director and
Sean Frost-Palmer, national
sales manager, becomes sales
director. The quartet have
worked for the company for a
combined 55 years.

David Frampton Terry Allen

David Busby Sean Frost-Palmer

Dormeo
Bed firm Dormeo Octaspring
has strengthened its
management with the
appointment of Tony
Holland as European sales
manager and Robert
Hetherington as UK
operations manager. 

Holland, who spent 10
years at Silentnight, will be
responsible for key account
management in the UK and
for development of the
Octaspring range in Western
Europe. Hetherington was
previously business process
improvement manager at
Silentnight Group.

Balta Group
Hendrik Deruyck has returned to Balta Group to become
chief executive, succeeding Jules Noten who left in August. 

Deruyck first joined the group in 1976 as ITC financial
and administrative director, becoming ITC ceo in 1984. In
1997 he set up IVC, leaving in 2001 when he bought into
bedding firm Jaritex, selling his share in the company after
turning around its fortunes. 

‘My task will consist of safely guiding the company
through the turbulent times the carpet industry is
experiencing today caused by uncertain economic
conditions and rising competition from low-wage
countries,’ he says.

Christie-Tyler
Christie-Tyler has named
Steve Evans as agent for
the South East of
England.

Tony Holland Robert
Hetherington
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1 Tredaire’s FR7 is the company’s first 

flame retardant underlay. The 145kg density

underlay, with a 7mm thickness, is for both

domestic and contract installations where

flame retardancy is specified. FR7’s unique

construction includes a polyester reinforcing

mesh which provides excellent dimensional

stability. The underlay has high thermal

resistance (1.93 togs). 

Tel: 01706 238 810

2 Schnepel’s S1 collection shows its

commitment to style and integration and

remains true to the ethos of the brand,

retaining German hand-built quality and 

style. The range has three component 

parts: left, right and centre, with the ability 

to choose any, or all of the parts to suit the

environment. 

Tel: 01604 652 832

3 Available on the just-launched Ultimate

SmartStrand POS unit, Mohawk’s SmartStrand

Silk carpet features the latest incarnation of

resilient SmartStrand fibre and so combines

rapidly renewable content and innate 

durability with a lavish feel. It can be easily

cleaned with just water. SmartStrand 

Silk fibre rebounds quickly after impact and

offers superb crush resistance. 

Tel: 01480 479 830

4 With Christmas approaching, retailers are

encouraged to continue collecting their points

with the Crown Floors Loyalty Club scheme,

and with a variety of new rewards waiting to be

claimed, there is no better time to start

accumulating. 

Tel: 01903 866 742

5 Inspired by campaign furniture, the 

245cm wall-leaning Gallery TV Ladder 

from Authentic Models combines 19th

century style with 21st century functionality. 

It has shelves and drawers for storage 

and can hold a 42in TV. The brass bound, 

multi-functional campaign cabinet is built to

last generations, illustrating contemporary use

of vintage style. 

Visit: www.authenticmodels.com ��� 5



We are giving you an exclusive opportunity to make the most of our best value and 

opportunity to create roomsets in store that will make your customers realise just 

W W W . K E T T L E I N T E R I O R S . C O . U K

01536 444960
sales@kettleinteriors.co.uk

The Fabulous Four
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON SHOP FLOOR DISPLAYS WITH 

THESE STUNNING OAK RANGES!

WITH K500 WE ARE RAPIDLY BECOMING THE UK’s FAVOURITE SMALL  
ORDER CABINET WHOLESALER - £500 CARRIAGE PAID FROM STOCK

CHUNKY OAK  

DINING

CANTERBURY

CHUNKY OAK 

BEDROOM

FARMHOUSE
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6 Novostrat has an underlay for

every application. Combat and

Combat Plus underlays are just the

thing for general purpose use or for

use with underfloor heating systems,

while its flagship Sonic Gold Excel

underlay will reduce noise

penetration by up to 22dB. 

Tel: 00 353 6133 9287 

7 Global Furniture Alliance offers

quality, upholstered recliners in a

variety of colours and styles. Geneva

is a contemporary recliner and

footstool in a rich black leather,

finished with a chrome trim. 

Tel: 01291 645 080

8 Floorwise’s Thermaflow Impact

carpet underlay has been engineered

to work with underfloor heating

systems to ensure maximum energy

efficiency with warmth and

performance. Rubber sponge

Thermaflow Impact is 6.65mm thick

and helps deliver a low-tog rating

even when combined with carpet to

enable maximum heat flow. 

Tel: 01509 673 974

9 The Matrix is Cavendish

Upholstery’s latest hot seller,

retailing at under £999. Made in

Chorley, Lancashire, it offers value,

comfort and a choice of seat interiors

in a wide range of on-trend fabrics. 

Tel: 01257 277 664

10 Sumatra, a patterned wilton

carpet collection from Lano Carpets,

combines stylish designs with an

array of subtle hues to inject timeless

style into homes. With 16 options

across seven classic and

contemporary designs, Sumatra

coordinates with a host of interior

schemes. 

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

6 7

8

9

10



Calm

Unique

Loud

Pure

Call 01562 743 747  Visit www.crucial-trading.com

Visit us on Stand L138a

Expression is Crucial



UNDERLAY

Cash-strapped consumers might consider cutting back on
underlay an easy money-saving exercise as once fitted it is out
of sight. But if that is the case, how are suppliers dealing with
the situation while responding to demand for even better
value?

For Steve Woodhead, Interfloor marketing director, in-store
support and the power of brands will keep shoppers interested
in premium underlays. He says consumers who are shopping for
underlay want the best value possible. 

‘I think the market has effectively polarised in the past two
years,’ he says. ‘Consumers who are really counting the pennies
have exited the market for the time being, and those who are
still able to buy are much more likely to haggle to get the best
price.’ He says there is sustained growth for premium underlays
such as Tredaire Dreamwalk and Sensation and specialist
underfloor heating underlays such as Duralay Heatflow.

Woodhead reckons manufacturers must have
products with benefits that set them apart
from the competition and support retailers
in getting those messages across to the
consumer.

‘Brands will survive and thrive providing
manufacturers do two things: provide
products with clearly differentiated benefits
and give the retailers in-store support, like
really great POS, to help them sell it,’ he says. ‘At
Interfloor we are always looking at ways to
improve our POS and we frequently get positive
feedback from retailers on how it’s helped them
to sell premium branded underlays that they
thought they might not be able to sell.’ ���

Keeping trade moving
Purse strings may be tighter 
but consumers still need 
quality underlay

20 Interiors Monthly November 2012

Above: Interfloor is
seeing increased sales 
of premium products 
Left: In-store POS is vital



All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities

• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays

• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH 
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Contact: Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE

Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk

“Absolute 
delight and 

astonishment.”

S I N C E 1 9 1 4

Paul Clifford, Managing Director
Aldiss, Norfolk, 15th October 2012

Over £1 Million sales booked in a single day.
Aldiss, Norfolk, 12th September 2012

Over £3 Million achieved in a week.
Aldiss, Norfolk, 16th September 2012

Over £6.5 Million in 30 days.
Aldiss, Norfolk, 14th October 2012

No one runs a “Lynch Sale” quite like the
Lynch Sales Company. For results you can bank on,
contact the originators of high impact promotions.
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Richard Bailey, Floorwise md, reckons
retailers should always suggest a high
quality underlay to consumers, especially
if they have pared back their spending
on the carpet.

‘There is no doubt that homeowners
want more and more performance from
their carpet, even at the value-driven end
of the market, and one of the easiest
ways for retailers to respond to this is by
recommending a good quality underlay.
This rings particularly true if consumers
are worried about long-term durability
and underfoot comfort,’ he says. 

The less expensive the carpet the more

important underlay becomes. He says
consumers might not realise that
cheaper carpets lack the density and
resilience of more costly products and a
good quality dense underlay can help to
negate this, enhancing comfort,
supporting the carpet and absorbing
wear from footfall. 

Bailey says recycled polyurethane
foam ranges such as Floorwise’s Hyper
are popular and provide a platform for
retailers to explain the advantages of
underlay. Comfortable, durable and good
value, the Hyper range provides a range
of comfort and durability levels. 

‘From the entry-level HyperSTART to
the discernibly denser and thicker
HyperFORM, the collection provides an
option for differing budgets and retailers
can use this to their advantage,’ Bailey
explains. 

‘Each step up in product provides a
discernible increase in underlay
performance, but even the HyperSTART
product will greatly enhance any carpet,
making homes a more comfortable place
to be and making value-driven carpets
last that extra bit longer.’
Interfloor, tel: 01706 238 810
Floorwise, tel: 01509 673 974

Homeowners
want more
performance 
from their 
carpet, even at 
the value-driven
end of the market

Left: HyperSTART 
Below: HyperFORM



the brand leaderwww.underlay.com    t: 01536 200502   

Voted Best Underlay
Manufacturer 2012

Made in the UK
to B.S. 5808 (1991)
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Wholesalers across the country have joined Carpenter’s environmental drive

This summer Carpenter launched a UK
first with its underlay recycling scheme,
part of the company’s commitment to
the environment. The scheme has grown
rapidly and now operates in 22 areas.

It works by providing wheelie bins to
wholesalers specifically for PU uplifts.
Fitters take their Carpenter waste
material to be collected and re-used,
providing a no-hassle alternative to
costly skips and escalating landfill
charges.

‘The number of regions taking part
since the launch in the summer has been
phenomenal – and we hope more and
more will sign up. Take-up has been
down to the ease and convenience in the
way it works,’ says Helen Rowberry,
Carpenter national sales manager for
underlay.

‘As one of the world’s largest underlay
manufacturers, the scheme is indicative
of our determination to stay at the
forefront of new initiatives and product
development,’ she says.

One new line created this year is Magic
Supreme, based on the success of the
original Magic product developed in
response to the demand for a no-frills
unbranded entry level product offering
value for money. 

‘We work hard to constantly keep
ahead of our competitors. Developing

new lines, based on what our customers
want is something that we really pride
ourselves on,’ Rowberry adds.

Carpenter has 11 underlay ranges, each
developed for use in specific locations,
including commercial, contract and
domestic use.
Carpenter, tel: 01457 861 141

Wheelie successful scheme
Carpenter’s underlay is 100% recyclable Magic Supreme

Wholesalers in 22
areas are taking part



www.moduleo.co.uk

inspiration for Transform Concrete 40876

Nothing taken from nature, 
except inspiration

̶
Hundreds of stunning designs in the Moduleo® luxury flooring 
range allow for the creation of truly harmonious spaces with all 

the elegance and detail of natural materials, but without
actually taking them from the environment.

̶
 The latest in recycling and green manufacturing technologies 
prove that cutting-edge design doesn’t have to cost the earth.
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Stroolmount is helping retailers
improve customer service

Flooring and furniture protection
company Stroolmount has launched an
ecommerce website as part of its plans
to help retailers and fitters improve
customer service.

As well as providing videos
demonstrating Stroolmount’s range of
protection products, the website –
www.finchys.com – can be used to
encourage the consumer to buy the
products at reduced prices.

‘Retailers and fitters should of course
contact us for trade prices for our ranges,
but we hope that by offering them the
opportunity to give their customers an
individual discount code it will boost
their customer service,’ says Gill Finch,
Stroolmount md. 

‘In addition a percentage of the sale is
then saved for the retailers’ future orders.’ 

Contract customers have found
the service useful. They use the
self-adhesive felt to protect
furniture and flooring when
delivering products and if the
customer wants extra supplies of
the felt or other protection
products they are given the code
to buy online at a reduced price.

‘We know with the economic
climate as it is people are looking
for add-on sales to give their customers
the best experience. Our products offer
this but can also protect you from high
insurance claims,’ explains Finch.

Stroolmount’s range features products
for protecting carpets, vinyl, wood,
laminate and tiles. At the heart of the
range is the QuickClick Glides collection
of products, developed by German firm

It’s all about
the service

Wagner Systems. These are permanently
screwed to the base of legs and are
available in sizes from 17mm to 50mm
and in several pack sizes.

Also available are Move It pads to
protect floors and make it easier to shift
heavy furniture.
Stroolmount, tel: 0845 470 6670

Above: Felt floor protectors are available in
several sizes
Left: Move It pads make moving furniture easier
Right: QuickClick Glides POS stand
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Sealy
Coping with heavyweights



www.vispring.co.uk

Vi-Spring is delighted to be
awarded NBF Bed Manufacturer
of the Year 2012

Vi-Spring was founded in 1901, and was the first company to produce an interior sprung mattress using a system of

individually pocketed springs. This changed the way that beds are made, and is often regarded as the very first modern bed.

Vi-Spring has never wavered from its original philosophy of using the very best craftsmanship and the highest quality

natural materials to produce some of the finest beds in the world. Choice of upholstery filling materials now includes

Platinum Certified British fleece wool, with real Shetland wool (and more recently locally sourced Devonshire wool), silk,

mohair, cashmere and loose long-stranded Moosburger European horsetail.

Vi-Spring is proud to have been awarded the prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise earlier this year, and is equally

delighted to be recognised within the industry with the accolade of the NBF Bed Manufacturer of the Year.

Vi-Spring is proud to have been
awarded the prestigious Queen’s
Award for Enterprise.
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Rauch’s October At Home show saw the start of a new chapter
for the 115-year-old cabinet company – best known for its entry
and mid-market collections – with the launch of its most
upmarket bedroom collection yet.

Steffen 20 Up is centred on a comprehensive wardrobe offer
supplemented by a chest of drawers and bed selection, and is
designed to sit in the upper-mid market. ���

Central to the range is offering thousands of possible
wardrobe combinations but with only a handful of decisions to
make. There is a choice of nine wardrobe front designs, all
available as sliding or hinged designs, and in widths increasing
in 20cm stages from 1.6m to 4m. Sliding door wardrobes of
3.6m and above have synchronously opening middle doors as
standard. Heights are 2.23m and 2.35m. 

Valuing the UK
The importance of the UK to Rauch is reflected
in the German manufacturer’s latest collections

Steffen 20 Up will be Rauch’s most upmarket range and will be introduced in February
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Community spirit
Bringing new life to the Steffen factory
in Mastershausen is typical of Rauch’s
approach. Its three factories in the
Freudenberg area, about an hour from
Frankfurt, are where Pack’s, Select and
Dialog are produced, making Rauch
the largest employer in the area. 

The family-owned company has a
desire to put something back into the
community and to this end has
opened a nursing home, a sheltered
housing complex and a free zoo. 

Many of its workforce spend their
entire working life at the company and
at every At Home show its retired
German and Austrian sales
representatives are invited to hear an
update from Michael Stiehl, Rauch
chief executive, and enjoy a hearty
lunch while catching up with each
other.

The consumer chooses the front, application and carcase
colours (depending on the design) as well as trim and handle
styles.

‘Steffen 20 Up is very much a “Yes” range as the answer to any
question “Can I have... “ is yes,’ explains Joachim Salomon, Rauch
UK export manager. ‘We have created the system so that a
retailer can offer more than 50,000 options by only having to
show four models.’

Although designed to drive wardrobe sales, if the consumer
also wants bedroom furniture and/or a bedstead, there is an
extensive collection of furniture in several heights and an
assortment of bedsteads with different headboards.

Available from next February, the collection is set to be a new
market segment for Rauch in the UK. Its German factory
capacity means it can produce the range without affecting
output of its Pack’s, Select and Dialog collections.

Steffen 20 Up was one of many launches at the event. About
200 products are introduced or updated at the two At Home
shows, with about 60% of these likely to make it to the market.

The UK is Rauch’s largest export market – it enjoyed a sales
increase in the first half of the year – and its importance was
reflected by the introduction of a UK-specific value collection of
chests of drawers and tallboys to coordinate with its wardrobes.
Salomon, along with UK sales agents, selected which of the
launches formed the 2013 UK collection. 

In Pack’s, introductions included the Havana Oak and Shiraz
Wenge finishes; in the bedroom range Narbonne and Bondy
have slide-out storage behind the headboard; the Schwerin
wardrobe has a long handle half the height of the wardrobe;
the Quadra wardrobe system now has the option of front panel
trim; Celle wardrobe is a white high gloss design and Werne is a
traditional white wardrobe.

Among the Select launches, Nala is the first black carcase
design; Dark Ash and Sonoma Oak finishes were added to the
wardrobe system Elan, and a frosted glass look was introduced

along with the option of an internal light with motion detector.
In Dialog, the Futur wardrobe range now includes a chest of

drawers the same depth as the wardrobe to be used where
there is a window. The short Futur handle was updated with an
internal flange to make it longer for a cleaner look and to make
assembly easier. The Largo cabinet system gained a side panel
as standard to hide the gap between the back of the wardrobe
and the wall. 

Retailers can see the full collections at Rauch’s 43,000sqft
Freudenberg showroom while a representative selection will be
on show on the company’s significantly larger stand at Interiors
UK in January.
Rauch: tel: 01386 413 33

Rauch’s UK sales agents from Easterhill Furniture with Joachim Salomon (middle row, second from right),
Rauch UK export manager, and Hannah Pfeifer, Rauch export assistant (front row, left) 

Beluga-Plus from the Select range



Through our agency we are close to your markets and thus always close to you:

U.K. Agents · Easterhill Furniture · 86, High Street · Evesham, Worcs. WR 11 4 EU

Telephone 01386 41333 · Fax 01386 765065 · www.rauchmoebel.com

JOIN US AT
INTERIORS NEC

20.-23.01.2013

Hall 5, Stand 5F56

Bring INSPIRATION and INNOVATION to your store.

Discover Rauch’s new range for 2013, tailored precisely to

your needs and what customers just like you want. What’s

more, our PASSION for QUALITY and excellent RELIABILITY.
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Crowning glory
Sealy has introduced its most-upmarket range

There are three models in the Crown Jewel range
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Sealy prides itself on having a bed to suit all comfort, size and
budget requirements, and now it has entered the premium-plus
bed sector with the Crown Jewel collection, with beds retailing
at over £2,000.

Neil Robinson, Sealy UK marketing director says: ‘The beds
have all the supreme comfort and luxury you expect from a
seriously extra deep, superb pocket sprung mattress with all the
health benefits you expect from Sealy Posturepedic.  

‘The top of the range Blenheim model has a quite wonderful
mattress with its luxurious layers, thousands of pocket springs
and sumptuous pillow top measuring over 40cm deep and the
entire bed is 80cm in overall height. So not only does the bed
look superlative, it truly feels like something very, very special.
This is a bed people will want to show off and talk about and is
definitely a stand-out asset for any bedroom.’

The three-strong range – Blenheim, Balmoral and Windsor – is
part of the manufacturer’s efforts to support bricks and mortar
retailers, as it is not available online. The beds offer thousands
of motion responsive pocket springs, deep layers of latex in
differing zonal sections right up to the edge of the bed, Smart
Fibres, and a world first with ‘airstream’ wool – memory fibres
made from sheep’s wool that delivers the comfort and support
of memory foam but in a far more technologically advanced
design which layers the fibres in a unique way to give a
luxuriating feel. 

‘These beds can make anyone feel like a king or queen
reclining in the lap of luxury night after night, as well as being a
really, royally deeper sleeper,’ says Robinson.

The Exclusives collection, also not available online,
showcased on the Sealy or any other website, has been
extended with two additions to the original five models. The
latest beds are pocket spring and complement the existing
Posturepedic models that contain Sealy’s seven-zone latex and
memory foam support system. Smart Fibres with Tencel are
incorporated throughout the range to keep the beds cool, fresh,
dry and hypoallergenic.

‘Now there are pocket spring models in the range, retailers
can offer customers a bed which should suit them perfectly,’
says Robinson.

As the dimensions of the population have increased in recent
decades, beds that offer enhanced lumbar support are needed.
As well as an orthopaedically correct design, Sealy’s Ortho
collection also contains a unique Power Pack centre section to
ensure proper lumbar support. 

This innovation was researched and trialled at Sealy’s
research laboratories in the USA with input
from its Orthopaedic
Advisory Board of medical
experts and scientists. It was
such a success when
launched in the USA that it is
now available in the UK. 

There are new fabrics
across the range and a micro-
quilted model. Mattresses
offer extra durability and
support and special extra
strength divan bases are also on offer as
part of this range.
Visit: www.sealy.co.uk

Above: Blenheim is

80cm in height

Right: Ortho Deluxe





When youʼve faced up to Mike Tyson, Lennox Lewis and Oliver McCall in your career, and

been WBC Heavyweight Champion, you deserve a good nightʼs sleep.

Sealy have developed their new Ortho Deluxe bed specifically for those of us who prefer

a firmer sleeping surface and are above average stature. It also has a reinforced base that

can truly cope with a ʻheavyweight.ʼ           

Our special guest at The Bed Show, Telford (Frank Bruno MBE) has one, and he strongly

urges you to get one too. 

And to be frank, you donʼt want to mess with Mr. Bruno - if you know what I mean? 

www.sealy.co.uk

For more information, call us on 016973 24403
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1

2

3

4

5

1 Hand-made to order, Gainsborough Beds’ Tennyson 

offers comfort with more than 1,550 individual nested 

pocket springs overlaid with luxurious natural 

upholstery including horsehair, cashmere, mohair, pure new

merino wool and cotton felt. The mattress is completed 

with hand-tufted woollen rosettes and two rows of hand

side-stitched borders and finished with a premium quality

Belgian damask. 

Tel: 01225 779 132

2 Insignia is the flagship model of Hush-a-Bye’s Natural

Collection featuring more than 2,000 individual pocket

springs (in the 150cm size) and upholstery including cotton

felt, wool, silk and cashmere.

Tel: 01225 779 135

3 Dreamland Beds’ Dreamgel provides the pressure relief of

viscoelastic combined with a cooler sleep environment. The

gel is formed from natural mineral oils and contours to the

body shape, soothing the pressure of aches and pains. The

Dreamgel mattress collection comprises open coil,

orthopaedic, 1,000 and 2,000 pocket encapsulated spring

systems. 

Tel: 0121 771 3663

4 DFP has combined the visual appeal of its bestselling

Breton French oak collection with an elegant, off-white

painted tone featuring contrasting natural oak tops and

knobs. Available for immediate ex-UK stock delivery, there are

special rates available for full bedroom displays. 

Tel: 01394 274 999

5 Ideal Products’ Omega Dark Chocolate Bedroom range

comprises six pieces including three sizes of combination

wardrobe each featuring a mirror and internal shelves as

standard. 

Tel: 01902 456 457



OUR UK STOCKED
BEDROOM RANGES
TICK ALL THE RIGHT

BOXES

• Stock in the UK ��

• Quality Product �

• Competitively Priced �

• Cash & Carry Option �

• Central Warehouse �

• UK Aftersales �
IDEAL PRODUCTS LTD.
01902 456457
Unit 10, Delta Trading Estate, Bilston Road
Wolverhampton  WV2 2QD (Opposite the VW garage)
info@idealproductsltd.co.uk   www.idealproductsltd.co.uk

WASHINGTON WHITE • From £20-00

FELIX BEDROOM • From £24-00

MANHATTAN BEDROOM • From £24-00

Call 08451 084 084,  Visit www.1cfl .co.uk
or email sales@1cfl.com to request a brochure
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Child’s play
Stompa says retailers would do well to embrace the children’s market

When retailers are looking for product categories to deliver
sales, ignoring the children’s sector is a mistake, according to
Ben Ridgway, Stompa md.

‘Retailers should concentrate more on children’s furniture as
those that are selling it are doing very well,’ he says.

Having spent his entire career in the sector, Ridgway bought
the company two years ago and is now relaunching it, with a
revised pricing structure and distribution.

‘The brand has been around for 40 years but it is a new
Stompa. I don’t want to have 300 stockists like before, I’m
looking to have 100 gallery stockists,’ he says.

A four-bed display is needed to become a gallery stockist. The
company is investing heavily in its website and search engine
optimisation and doesn’t want consumers who have researched
online to be disappointed by a lack of products on show when
they visit stores.

‘The pricing architecture is very different from Stompa of old.
We have four ranges covering £199 to £999 price points. If the
consumer knows the brand for £999 beds then it is easier to sell
consumers £399-£499 models. The number one priority is to get
retailers into kids’ furniture and Stompa,’ he says.

The company is targeting bricks and mortar retailers and will
not be selling to additional online only retailers. Ridgway says
the pricing structure means stores can compete with existing
online stockists.

John Lewis is selling an exclusive Stompa range in 10 stores
which will be expanded to 18 by next summer.

‘Retailers need to be involved in children’s furniture or they
will miss out to online retailers and other sectors such as
nursery shops,’ he says. ‘It’s a partnership with the retailers.
Legislation is constantly being updated on children’s beds and it
is vital that retailers know their suppliers are fully up to date
with these.’

As part of its expansion programme, Stompa has recruited
Alan White, former Sterling buyer, as sales agent for Scotland
and the North of England and taken on Simon Williams, former
Bensons for Beds marketing manager, as sales and marketing
director. There are plans to recruit further sales agents. 

‘The Stompa brand is a well known and respected name, with
a great heritage of supplying quality, innovative children’s beds,
bunks and bedroom furniture into the UK retail market.
Following a change in ownership of the company a couple of
years ago, we are now in a position to expand our business and
are looking for retail partners to help us achieve that growth,’
says Williams. 

‘We are also offering direct home delivery and home
assembly services and are developing a range of Stompa
branded accessories such as bean bags to tap into a bit of
pester power and create incremental sales for stockists.’
Stompa, tel: 01943 608 775

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Stompa is looking for
100 gallery stockists
and its pricing
architecture has been
updated



ZAHRAA Pocket Divan
• NATURAL LATEX. For instant Luxury and Support.
• On top of a POCKET SPRING UNIT.
• ULTRA SOFT TOUCH FABRIC.
• AIRFLOW Border System.
• HAND TUFFTED with WOOLEN TUFTS.
• HYPO ALLERGENIC.
• Available in Firm or Soft.
• Divan Bases available in Six Colours.

Dreamland Beds UK Ltd.
Unit 4, Bertha Road

Greet, Tyseley

Birmingham  B11 2NN

Telephone 0121 771 3663

DreamLand
Beds
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For bed retailers the Telford Centre
was again a must-visit location

The National Bed Federation’s third Bed Show (25-26
September) attracted bed retailers from across the country and
Republic of Ireland, keen to see the latest launches. Here’s a
selection. 

Carpenter introduced its Spring Link foam technology into a
collection of toppers and pillows under the U Sleep Better
brand. ‘The technology consists of a series of interlinked round
memory foam springs that provide softer, more responsive
support and enhance active airflow throughout the product.
Our Spring Link concept has also been developed with efficient
manufacturing processes in mind in order to offer a new level of
luxury support,’ says Gillian Finch, Carpenter UK consumer
division head.

There are two topper covers: airflow technology made using
spacer fabric to help with cooling, or a new stretch zoned fabric.
The pillow has a low denier micro-fibre filling that has the same
properties as down.

Its Therapearl Contour memory foam pillow features gel bead
technology within a removable and reusable pack that can be
either frozen or microwaved to cool or heat the pillow. Three
zoned mattress toppers were also introduced.

Four tall headboards in eight colours with designs including
buttoned and winged models took centre stage of
Gainsborough’s launches. Beds included latex/spring
combinations and its sofabed collection was expanded with
several contemporary designs in vibrant fabrics.

Harrison Beds added to its Bed Tailor collection and ���

also introduced a range of headboards.
Hypnos debuted the Pillow Turn and Pocket Latex 

collections. ‘We chose to only showcase new products as we
wanted to clearly demonstrate the innovations that Hypnos 
has become renowned for. For example, both of the new
collections include a stretch knit cover, a first for Hypnos. The
silver infused 100% cotton fabric offers customers a unique 
and contemporary look for their mattress and really stood out
at the show,’ says Chris Ward, Hypnos director of marketing. 

Hypnos’s Pillow Turn collection features a topper that can be
unzipped and removed which allows the core mattress to be
turned and the topper plumped up.

Kaymed introduced iKool, a range of gel memory foam beds.
According to the company it has more airflow, more 

Home,
sleep,
home

Sweet Dreams’ Laurel

Somnus’ Marquis
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support and less heat compared to traditional memory foam
thanks to the gel beads. There are seven models, including four
with pocket springs, and the range will only be available
through bricks and mortar stores.

Silentnight introduced the independent sector only pocket
sprung Diamond Collection.

SleepAngel introduced its eponymous hermetically sealed
pillow and topper to the independent market (it is already on
sale at John Lewis). It features a microbial filter to trap virus,
allergens, mould and microbes. The pillows come in bagged
POS.

Somnus previewed its 2013 range with the Supremacy
collection increased to 12 models alongside the six-strong no-
turn Concordia collection. It also updated its headboard offer
with new styles and fabrics including satins and crushed
velvets.

Laurel was the centrepiece of five new divans from Sweet

Dreams. From the pocket spring collection, it has a 2,000 spring
count, a tufted pillow-top and a knitted mattress cover
contrasting with a fabric border. The divan base, in the same
fabric, features an unusual sculptured effect to the front panel
which echoes the shape of the floor-standing headboard. Laurel
is available in four sizes; 120cm, 135cm, 150cm and 180cm and
comes with optional two- or four-drawer storage.

Its Revive roll-up mattress collection was expanded with the
high density foam Revive Cool with a removable Coolmax
cover; the high density foam Revive Comfort with
hypoallergenic cover and Revive Spring which features a 13.5
gauge spring unit and layers of upholstery.

Vogue Beds introduced the Sports Therapy mattress range
alongside the Airstream collection, combining Memory Fibre
with a soft touch fabric treated with Bug Guard.

Zen introduced latex/memory foam mattresses alongside five
colours of UK produced bed frames.

Next year’s event will be held from 
24-25 September.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk

Vogue Beds’ Grace

Carpenter’s seven zone Sleep Better topper

SleepAngel pillow and POS



IMM Cologne
14-20 January 2013
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Exhibitors are already raring to go to 
the next Malaysian International
Furniture Fair (MIFF) as it heads towards 
a sell-out.

MIFF 2013 is from 5-9 March 2013 in
the Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur, the
host city of the annual trade show since
its inception in 1995.

Over five days, the fair covers 75,000sq
m of display halls at the Putra World
Trade Centre and nearby Matrade
Exhibition and Convention Centre.

The strong response from exhibitors
comes on the heels of the success of
MIFF 2012 in generating record sales of
US$830m despite the uncertain global
economic outlook.

‘MIFF remains outstanding as a one-
stop source centre for furniture buyers
and importers from all over the world. It
has proven itself over and over again as
the place that offers more value and
wide selection with top quality,’ says Tan
Chin Haut, MIFF chairman.

‘In fact, 40% of the space for 2013 was

On your
marks

locked in by exhibitors by the last day of
MIFF 2012. I am delighted at the
continued confidence and staunch
support that further bolsters MIFF’s
standing as a global top 10 and number
one furniture fair in South East Asia.’

Overall, he expects to maintain a
steady turnout of 500 Malaysian and
international exhibitors and 20,000 trade
visitors, including 7,000 international
buyers from 140 countries.

‘These have been our numbers in the
last few years, we are very comfortable
with it given a show of our size and
capacity. The bigger challenge, as always,
is providing buyers with more variety

and new products to get them to
increase orders,’ he said.

Trends at MIFF indicate that exhibitors,
the majority comprising Malaysian
manufacturers, are hiring local and
overseas designers to unveil collections
or enhance existing ranges.

Rubberwood furniture, office and
home furniture are top sellers at MIFF.

The organiser is seeking to draw more
industry names from Asean countries
including Indonesia, Vietnam and Burma
to exhibit in 2013 to offer buyers even
more choices and boost intra-trade in
South East Asia.
Visit: www.miff.com.my 



Tel : +603 2176 8788    Fax : +603 2164 8786   Email : info@miff.com.my
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Following London design team Doshi
Levien’s successful launch of the Das
Haus design event at IMM Cologne this
year, the trade fair has chosen designer
Luca Nichetto for the 2013 event. 

In his design, the Venetian focuses on
solutions to enable occupants to live in
direct contact with the plant world. In
Nichetto’s Haus, plants appear as an
integral element of the architecture and
interior design. In specially designed
pots, plants adorn the walls of the
louvre-like structure of the facades, while
inside they take on specific functions
that improve the indoor climate. In the
form of big plant pools, planted
courtyards and integrated terraces, they
fill the interior with greenery, allowing its
architecture to stage the interplay
between interior and exterior.

From 14-20 January, the simple
architecture of the Haus, which has been
designed using natural materials and
colours and creates a rather reserved
impression, provides the setting for the
furnishings, most of which are Nichetto’s
designs. The project is enjoying wide-
ranging support from manufacturers in
this respect. 

In addition, there will be a series of
products and prototypes designed 
and produced for Das Haus, as well 
as items loaned from Nichetto’s artist 
and designer friends who support his
vision of living in close touch with
nature. 

‘I wanted to be able to see the green
outside through every big window. This
creates the atmosphere of a connection
to nature while fostering a sense of
intimacy at the same time. I want to live
in a modern home, but I also want to feel
at home,’ he says.

Nichetto’s design largely dispenses

with enclosed spaces. ‘There are classic,
separated living areas, but they don’t
necessarily require walls to separate
them. For one thing, plants change the
perception of a room, and the furniture,
of course, shows you what area of the
house you’re in. I like the idea that the
furniture gives the space its function,’ 
he says.

For 2013 Das Haus, and the rest of Pure
Village, will move from hall 3.2 of
Koelnmesse to hall 3.1 along with the D3
Design Talents exhibition and lecture
forum The Stage. 
Visit: www.imm-cologne.com

In Das
Haus

Nipa Doshi and
Jonathan Levien –
Doshi Levien –
debuted Das Haus
this year
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Pre-registration has opened for the
International Furniture Fair Singapore
2013/30th ASEAN Furniture Show
(IFFS/AFS 2013), The Décor Show and The
Hospitality Show. Retailers can register at
www.iffs.com.sg for complimentary
access to the trio of design-led shows,
where the latest in quality furniture and
furnishings are presented under one
roof. 

Co-locating with the shows is the
Hospitality.Design.Furniture (HDF)
Luxurious Projects Asia, Summit and
Awards 2013. In this second edition, the
HDF conference will focus on luxury
projects from the region and see new
awards to recognise the best
architectural and design firms in the
industry.

Following a successful 2012 show that
welcomed 23,552 trade visitors
comprising 118 overseas buying

delegations, some 512 exhibiting
companies from 26 countries, and more
than 150 conference delegates, IFFS 2013
expects to welcome significantly more
quality industry professionals to the
shows at the Singapore Expo.

Some 85% of space for IFFS 2013 has
already been sold. Clement Ng, IFFS chief
operating officer, says: ‘We’re looking
forward to another strong showing at
IFFS 2013. Our exhibitors say that this
platform is consistently one of the most

Triple
treat

important for their businesses because of
its prominent focus on design, and the
high quality of exhibits on display yearly.
Buyers come from all over the region for
these reasons too, to ensure that they
get the best in design and quality from
the top suppliers in the industry.’

In recent years, IFFS has also witnessed
an upswing in visitors from outside the
Asia-Pacific region. Sarge Chopra, owner
of an outdoor and indoor furniture
company in Ontario, Canada, visited IFFS
2012 with some specific needs. 

‘I usually attend the shows in Malaysia
and China, but decided to come to IFFS
this year to source for outdoor and
indoor furniture. I’ve heard that the show
has improved over the past few years,
and personally, I find the selection of
products more fancy and attractive than
that at the other regional events,’ he says.
Visit: www.iffs.com.sg

More than 24,000 visitors
are expected at the three
shows with more than 500
companies taking part



@ @ @
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INTERNATIONAL 
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There will be more to see than products
at the NEC in January. Modern retailing is
the theme for Interiors UK 2013 with
many retailer display areas curated by a
mix of designers throughout the show
and main entrances.  

Leading designer for 2013 is interiors
legend, Nina Campbell who will create
the entrance hall and host a feature
space in Hall 3. 

Designersblock will create a new store
concept, brand and identity – the
Designersblock department store. This
giant feature will include departments
featuring furniture, accessories, toys,
lighting and lots more, all sourced from
Designersblock’s vast network of young
designers and design makers. 

The area will also house the regular
features of the show including New
Design Britain, Birmingham City
University, Interiors UK’s seminar theatre,
and the VIP lounge. 

Interiors UK, organised by UBM, is
known for orchestrating informative,

Look 
and
learn

thought-provoking seminars and talks
and 2013 will be no exception. The line-
up is set to explore the future of retail
with talks from the likes of TV presenter
and architect George Clarke; Nayna
McIntosh, Marks & Spencer director of
store marketing and design; Jonathan
Webb, Retail in Action co-founder; Mark
Hughes-Webb, Brandhub director; Nic
Cumisky, Google senior industry
manager; Callum Lumsden of Lumsden
Design; stylist Melinda Ashton Turner and
Nina Campbell. 

New additions for 2013 are the wifi
cafe together with a Pitfield pop-up
shop. Pitfield, the eclectic interior 
design shop and cafe in Shoreditch,
London, owned by designers Shaun
Clarkson and Paul Brewster, featured at
Tent London during this summer’s
London Design Festival and will be at
Interiors UK in Hall 4.

More than 600 companies will be
exhibiting from 20-23 January.
Visit: www.interiorsuk.com

More than 600 companies will be taking part in Interiors UK and a full seminar programme will be on offer



NEC 
BIRMINGHAM 

20-23 JANUARY
2013

Save £30 - register now for your FREE ticket at www.interiorsuk.com
Please quote code INT23

Trade only. No children.

THE UK’S DEFINITIVE FURNITURE, LIFESTYLE AND DESIGN EVENT
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The World of Flooring

The whole world of carpets
and floor coverings under one roof

Carpets and floor coverings shape our living 
space – they play a major role in creating 
the style and ambience of interior design.

Come to DOMOTEX and experience fascinating 
international trends and innovations from 
all over the world.
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The main theme of Domotex in 2013 will be Flooring Deluxe
which addresses a significant trend for premium floorcoverings
on the international flooring market. ‘In short, Domotex will be
putting a sharp focus on products which excel in terms of
design, quality and originality,’ says Jochen Köckler, director of
Domotex organiser Deutsche Messe. 

‘Year after year the industry produces new trends, designs
and collections, and Hannover is the first place where they can
be seen by a broader international audience. Domotex is thus
the most important date in everyone’s calendar in the carpet
and flooring industries.’

Exclusive product installations will feature in a series of
concept rooms, with carpet in hall 6 and wood and laminate in
hall 9. The innovative, modular format lends itself to visionary
concepts and room designs in which flooring plays a pivotal
role. This can be a holistic or novel room design, a commercial
setting, a specially featured material or an unconventional
installation.

Individual stands by leading vendors will be grouped around
a special display at the heart of Flooring Deluxe. Areas will also
be set aside for presentations, visionary product installations
and a lecture programme.
Visit: www.domotex.de/home

Premium
concept
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The UK’s largest bed exhibition, the
National Bed Federation’s Bed Show
returns for a fourth year on 24-25
September, with the association
promising it will be better than ever. 

The format will remain largely the
same at the Telford International Centre,
but with extended opening hours on
Tuesday (8.30am-6pm) and Wednesday
(8.30am-4pm).

‘Our third Bed Show was another huge

www.bedshow.co.uk

success,’ says Jessica Alexander, NBF
executive director. ‘We had over 70 NBF
members exhibiting, many of which have
already indicated to us they’ll be back
next year.

‘Not only that but we must be one of
the few shows in the furniture industry to
have maintained – indeed slightly
increased – our visitor numbers this year.
Visitors registered were 1,322 compared
with 1,306 in 2011. The reason for our

success is that we are organised by the
bed industry for the bed industry.’

Only members of the NBF exhibit and
the event will continue to present its
unique mix of both bed manufacturers –
all with British manufacturing bases –
and component suppliers. 

A Gala Dinner and Awards night will be
held on the Tuesday evening featuring
Best in Class awards.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk

Bigger
and 
better
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A new
way of
living

Ambiente hosts more than 4,500
exhibitors from more than 85 countries.
The 15-19 February event in Frankfurt
will give visitors the opportunity to
sample the latest trends for 2013/14 in
three clearly defined areas: living, dining
and giving.

In the Living section there will be an
array of innovative and modern products
for interior design, furnishing and
decorating. It will feature inspiring
ranges and impressive presentations
with the opportunity to find the newest
products. 

One of the highlights of the show is
the Talents in the Living area – an
established career springboard for the
design scene that allows retailers to seek
out the newest and most exclusive
products. Another highlight is the Next
Promotional Programme – a platform for

young, creative niche suppliers that
allows visitors to access high-end
products.

Trends for Ambiente 2013/14 are a mix
of extravagance, urban lifestyle and
warm ambiences. Blossom Field
represents romance, pastel shades and
delicate material; Classic Ground allows
for traditional, high quality designs and
warm tones; Eccentric Domain offers
extravagance, decadence and glamour
using a feminine pallet and, Contrasting
Sphere features natural materials,
traditional hand-crafted work and high-
tech processes to give a familiar and
futuristic tone.

Ambiente is an important event for the
consumer-goods sector and this year’s
show attracted more that 140,000 trade
visitors.
Visit: www.ukfrankfurt.co.uk 



15  – 19. 2. 2013

You demand high standards. The most important consumer

goods trade fair in the world meets your expectations – with

an internationally unique spectrum of superior interior design

ideas, stylish home accessories and wide-ranging decorations.

In the Living area you’ll fi nd the most inspiring trends and

the most promising contacts – for a successful business year.

Information and tickets at advance sale prices available at

www.ambiente.messefrankfurt.com

info@uk.messefrankfurt.com

Tel. +44 (0) 17 84 41 59 50

France
Ambiente 2013

Partner country
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A broad canvas
Tent London offered an intriguing mix of established and new
designers. Here are some of the best launches
Visit: www.tentlondon.com

Mamikim’s Adaptable is a modular design allowing the width, height and
surface of the table to be changed. The top is made up of six A4 panels that
can be changed depending on the table’s use.
Visit: www.mamikim.com

Abigail Edwards continued her theme of fairy tales with two wallpaper
designs. Brambleweb (pictured) is a hand-drawn design of never-
ending brambles creating art nouveau shapes with a hint of gothic.
Wilson’s Crystals features 30 individual hand-drawn snowflakes.
Visit: www.abigailedwards.com

Amitrani’s Sedici sideboard, available with doors or drawers,
has raised geometric shapes on the front and sides which
combine with the horizontal grain of the timber.
Visit: www.amitrani.com 

Identity Papers’ Ready wallpaper collection features slogans
such as Whatever and The Quick Brown Fox (pictured). 
Visit: www.identitypapers.com

Louise Body’s
latest wallpaper
collection,
Stonewall, is
inspired by a
lichen
encrusted wall.
The four
designs include
Flight (pictured)
with the texture
reminiscent of
sea spray,
chalky cliffs and
beaches.
Visit: www.
louisebody.com



Home influences
18-22 JAN. 2013
PARIS NORD VILLEPINTE
www.maison-objet.com
The show for home-fashion
Trade only.
Visitors: Promosalons UK
Tel. +44 208 216 3106
charlotte@promosalons.co.uk
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Tamasine Osher Design marked its first anniversary by launching its Spring Stools
and Spring Bar Stool along with beech pendant lights. 
Visit: www.tamasineosher.com

Trained
sculptor Piers
Saxby Candy
debuted his
first furniture
and lighting
collection
including Lead
side table
(pictured) using
reclaimed
materials such
as lead flashing
and copper
piping.
Visit:
www.pierssaxby
candy.com

Jules Sturgess uses 22 layers of
three different weaves of carbon
fibre to create the Marea chaise
longue, which has a thickness of
just 4mm.
Visit: www.julessturgess.com

Chloe Turner was part of the Shed Interiors group of recent graduates from
Buckinghamshire New University’s BA (Hons) Textiles and Surface Design
course and showed her A Snail’s Life wallpaper.
Visit: www.chloe-turner.com

Anthony Hartley’s Cable collection of chairs, tables, benches, stools
and shelves uses cable-ties to combine the pieces allowing them to
be easily assembled and disassembled and to mix and match the
variety of colours available.
Visit: www.anthonyhartley.com

Sarah-Jayne Guest’s
Stone collection of floor
and wall tiles features a
variety of sandblasted
designs. They can also
be used as table tops as
restaurant chain Zizzi
has done.
Visit: www.sjguest.com

Invisible City’s first furniture
collection, Incunabular,
takes its dimensions from
paper sizes, for example A3
and A4 and features a side
table, sideboard and tallboy
(pictured). Available in
American walnut and
European oak, fronts are
available in a variety of
colours.
Visit: www.invisiblecity.co.uk
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1 Sarah Milton added to her wallpaper
collection with Counters (pictured) which uses
the shapes of typographic counters, such as the
middle of Os, Qs, Ds and As, creating a
typographic wallpaper that almost resembles
reptile skin; and Eight which is constructed
solely out of the number, which has been
abstracted using origami folds and reassembled
to create a striking geometric print.

Visit: www.sarah-milton.com

2 Dare Studio introduced its first bed design: the
Zephyr bedstead in solid American black walnut
with ash spindles, only available in king and
superking size. 
Visit: www.darestudio.co.uk

3 Thelermont Hupton debuted its first furniture

collection, made in the UK, including storage,
shelving, seating and tables.
Visit: www.thelermonthupton.com

4 GAN showed off additions to its rug collection
including Canada (pictured) and coordinating
tables and stools.
Visit: www.gan-rugs.com ���

1 2

3

4

Well sorted
Take more than 100 exhibitors, many of them well-
known brands, a former sorting office in central
London and stir.
Visit: www.thedesignjunction.co.uk
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5 Benjamin Hubert introduced the Pelt chair (pictured) with a ply
shell integrated into its solid frame, the solid ash Bow trestle table
and Bow bench, both held in tension with a steel band.
Visit: www.benjaminhubert.co.uk

6 Launched at the show, EOQ has taken inspiration from Apple
laptops and combined Chinese production with recycled
aluminium for the 4a collection of chair, stool, barstool, tables and
lighting. Designer Michael Young says aluminium is a far better
material than plastic. ‘For the same price [as plastic] I can create a
far more sustainable chair that also utilises skilled labour rather
than the press of a button. The tooling is complex, but we created
a chair that lasts a lifetime.’ The products are hand-finished before
surface treatment of anodised, polished or powder coating.
Visit: www.eoq-design.com

7 Davison Highley’s Italian styled BeBe upholstery with deep seat
depth and metal frame takes its name from the nickname French
director Roger Vadim gave to his first wife, Brigitte Bardot.
Visit: www.davisonhighley.co.uk

8 Anglepoise introduced Anglepoise Duo as it celebrated its 80th
anniversary. Available as table, wall, floor and pendant lamps, in a
variety of colours with mix or match cables.
Visit: www.anglepoise.com

9 Soren Rose Studio expanded its Park Avenue collection with a
bed (pictured), bookcase, rectangular table and ottoman tray.
Visit: www.sorenrose.com

10 Five designers – Carl Clerkin, Chris Eckersley, Gareth Neal, Amos
Merchant and William Warren – spent a weekend at Lloyd Loom of
Spalding’s factory and were told to make whatever came to mind.
Six of the designs were on show for possible production in 2013.
Visit: www.lloydloom.com ���



Highgate Beds LTD,  Mill Street east, Dewsbury, WF12 9AN - TEL 01924 454678, FAX 01924 459266. 

Email info@highgatebeds.com - www.highgatebeds.com
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11 Matthew Hilton continued his use of natural materials with an
exposed wood frame and cast iron feet on the Armstrong sofa. The
matching coffee table uses the same materials. 
Visit: www.matthewhilton.com

12 Scandia Furniture, recently appointed as the sales agent for the Ernest
Race Classic collection, showed a number of designs from 1945-1951
which Race Furniture has reissued, including the Race Rocker.
Visit: www.scandiafurniture.co.uk

13 IO Kids Design’s IO Bunk Pod, can be a combined bunkbed, two single
beds, a bed and desk and a bunk pod and work area. The IO Doodle Box
is designed to be a seat, drawing board, art centre and storage unit.
Visit: www.iokidsdesign.co.uk

14 Montis described its Dim Sum chair, by Simon Pengelly, as a rocker for
the 21st century.
Visit: www.montis.nl

15 Wallace Sewell has taken its scarf designs, made them 10 times larger
and transformed them into silk art. They can also be produced in wool,
linen and cotton. Pictured is Canonteign.
Visit: www.wallacesewell.com

16 Steuart Padwick’s Double Cross was among several launches
including tables, upholstery, shelving and lighting. The table folds in half
to switch from a dining table to console table or bar.
Visit: www.steuartpadwick.co.uk

11

12

13

14

16

15
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Blue Drop
winners
The best new fabric and textile products at Meet only
Original Designs were recognised with Blue Drop awards.
Here’s what the judges said about the winning designs.
Visit: www.moodbrussels.com

Wallcovering
‘Eijffinger’s wallpaper is playing with the refraction of light and
creates a psychedelic effect in a very special way. Especially
from a short distance. It is a concept aimed at the contract
business and works with innovative iridescent pigments.’ 

Outdoor
‘In outdoor, it’s important that a fabric feels like a fabric.
Bruvatex has succeeded in this like no other. Moreover, the
design combines a trendy motive in a trendy colour palette.’ 

Window covering
‘Eccentric designs are seriously trendy. With this rich tissue,
which creates a special effect while it still remains timelessly
classic, B&T Textilia exceeds all submissions.’ 

Upholstery
‘This development has never been seen before in upholstery.
With the Olympic Games for a theme, Israeli company Nachik
chose a design based on technical textile used in sports shoes.
It took a lot of R&D to modify the texture in such a way it could
be used for upholstery.’ 

Yarns
‘Lucchesi Giuseppe developed a beautiful fabric in Trevira CS
together with Mueller Zell. The elegance of the design has
much to be praised.’  
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High end launches were aplenty at
this year’s Long Eaton event.

Ashwood showed off
Lounge, a large retro-styled
modular sofa in velvet; Capri a
large square-arm sofa and the
chunky Valentine, available in
two sizes.

Carlton introduced the oak
Derwent dining and occasional
collection with a chunky top including a
pivoting expanding dining table.

From David Gundry was the Madrid
very large knole sofa and a large number
of new fabrics.

David Knight Collection unveiled the
Keane large corner unit with scroll arms.

Duresta Upholstery debuted the
Highgrove sofa to retail at under £2,000
and exclusive to independent retailers.
This was supported by a new fabric
sample stand and brochure with
updated lifestyle photography.

Ercol launched the Riva upholstery
range with three sofas, chair and
footstool. Leg options offer a choice of
an exposed wood finish as used in the
Artisan dining range, or they can be
upholstered. 

Gascoigne Designs displayed dining
collections with a crackle finish in a

choice of colours alongside the
showwood Medici traditional sofa.

John Sankey displayed new sizes for
several models to demonstrate its
bespoke capabilities and the large-
armed Rochester sofa and corner unit.

Origin Red expanded its occasional
chair offer with more colours and a tub
design.

Parker & Farr showed the Lewis leather
and fabric mix sofa with studded arms,
Melbourne a large sofa with button sides,
and Repton, a sofa and occasional chair
with scoop arms.

Parker Knoll used the show to officially
open its permanent 3,000sqft showroom
and introduce its Sanderson fabric
collection.

Pearson launched the solid French oak
Ocean dining collection, including an
extending dining table with a floating-
look top. It is available in seven finishes.

Peter Guild introduced the high
back Tatler chair in velvet with

walnut finish legs and button
back, the Fulham wing chair

with turned leg and bolster
cushion and three-seater Fulham
sofa. The Mayfair corner group was
expanded with a grand sofa, tub
and snuggler.

Richard Stamp displayed the Craft
dining range, including a 2m table with
distress detailing on the corner legs.

Siren Furniture debuted the Jake and
Lewis compact, casual look sofas and the
compact leather Stowe with scroll arms.

Centre stage for Steed Upholstery was
Harris, a traditionally styled, three-seater
sofa and armchair with a fitted high back
cushion and deep seats.

Vincent Sheppard debuted the Miro
dining table with stainless steel legs and
choice of two chairs.

There were four new chairs from Wade
Upholstery: Checkers, a deep-button
wing design, Highgrove with scooped
arms, Tatton a fixed button-back design
and the Burley tub. A larger sofa was
added to Hollingwell while the Howarth
sofa, chair and footstool has crushed
velvet and piping.
Visit: www.longeatonguild.co.uk

Top-end
teasers

Clockwise from
top left: Ercol’s
Riva, Peter Guild’s
Fulham armchair,
Parker Knoll
introduced
Sanderson fabrics,
Steed’s Harris
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and marketing director. 
Artistry is available in 16 colours

drawn mainly from the Fine
Worcester collection and include
greens, greys and blues, not just
the usual natural colours found in
loop ranges. The design is almost
random, so does not have the
linearity of other loops. 
‘The design is unique in that it is

contoured and the machine it is made
on can have 100 different pile heights
across the width,’ says Prescott. 

Available in 4m and 5m widths,
Artistry is 100% pure new wool, made
from a blend of New Zealand Wool
and British Wool. The yarn is a mixture
of three- and two-ply.

Axminster Carpets showed its Feels
Like Home range, designed by Sophie
Conran. The collection has six designs
including patterns and plains. 
Visit: www.greendalecarpets.co.uk

50in 3D Plasma TV presented by Thomas
Witter, raised £2,500 for Macmillan
Cancer Support, Furnishing Industry
Trust and The April Jones Trust Fund.

At the show, Adam Carpets
demonstrated its manufacturing
capabilities with a preview of the 1/10th
gauge Artistry wool loop, which is due to
be launched later this month. 

‘Only Adam Carpets can manufacture
1/10th wool loop in Europe and 
the 1/10th gauge means that it has 
a very heavy domestic wear rating,’ 
says Eammon Prescott, Adam sales 

Buying group Greendale Carpets
and Floorings celebrated its 50th
anniversary last month with 50 of
its suppliers attending its annual
exhibition.

After the show 250 members,
suppliers and guests attended an
anniversary dinner, with a drinks
reception sponsored by Wools of
New Zealand. 

After the dinner the group presented
its annual awards. Mowbray Carpet
Services, London, was named Top
Supporting Member (Multi-branch) and
Waterlooville Carpets, Petersfield, won
Top Supporting Member (Single-branch).

Drapers Carpets, Whitby, was the Most
Improved Member and Ulster Carpets

was named as Supplier of
the Year.

A raffle for 30
prizes, including a

Celebration
time

Adam’s Artistry Axminster’s Sunday Afternoons, designed by Sophie Conran

Fifty suppliers took part in the event
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Bijou
options
The latest compact designs fit
the bill when space is limited

Offering compact, practical dining ranges in many
modern and traditional styles, covering a variety of
price points, has been G&P Furniture’s speciality
since its foundation in 1998. 

‘Many dining options available today do not meet
the growing need for space-efficient, practical sizes
necessary for the modern home. By offering tables
in these sizes, with functional extending options,
including drawer-leafs, flip-tops and drop-leaves, we
not only meet this demand but offer more by
ensuring the best use is made of the space available,’
says Neil Godfrey, G&P director.

The company recently introduced the Torino and
Compact ranges. Torino is a starter range with a
simple modern design offering two small sizes of
table with a choice of padded or wooden seats. 

‘The wooden seats are proving particularly
popular due to their durability and the range is a
suitable option in today’s current economic climate,’
says Godfrey.

The Compact Breakfast and Gateleg sets offer
alternatives to more conventional dining options.
Compact Breakfast has an innovative extending
mechanism with the top turning 90 degrees before
flipping over, doubling the space available. The
Compact Gateleg takes up little space closed but has
a generous dining area when opened. Both are for
use when space is at a premium. 

The company has also introduced a PU chair to its
chunky Somerset range. The chair, as with all G&P’s
chairs, is fully assembled.

With the two additions G&P now offers nine
ranges, all available for quick delivery from stock.
Visit: www.gandpfurniture.com

Somerset

Compact Breakfast

Compact Gateleg

Torino
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Looks to thrill
The latest designs grab your attention

Quick-Step has tapped into the trend for saw-cut finishes in furniture,
developing technology that realistically emulates the natural variations in
the shape and depth of saw cuts. The saw cuts along the bottom are sharper
and rounded-off on top for comfort. 
Visit: www.quick-step.com

Kährs has introduced its Shine collection. With eight one-strip wood floors, the collection
features a high gloss, reflective lacquer sheen. Metallic infused wood grain adds further
distinction to the surface, with colour options spanning from pearly white to copper
toned black. Pictured is Black Ash Silver. 
Visit: www.kahrs.co.uk

Today’s materials are straightforward, nostalgic and authentic:
concrete, porcelain, metal, wood, copper, oiled leather and
matt stone. And Balterio has followed that trend by adding a
matt finish to several of its floors, including Amber Elm from
the XperiencePlus range (pictured). 
Visit: www.balterio.com

Pergo’s Total Design collection has been created to push the boundaries of
thinking about laminate floors. Its eight designs include motifs such as giant
fingerprints in bronze and room-sized, black and white barcodes (pictured).
Other examples include floors with leather-like and cloud surfaces. All come
in 1,236mm x 400mm planks. 
Visit: www.pergo.com/uk



Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS
1 Rectangular pier
5 Efts
10 Thick slice
14 Flesh of a hog
15 Eskimo boat
16 Circle of light often seen around
the head of saints
17 Sewing case
18 Silk fabric
19 Monetary unit of Cambodia
20 Appears
22 Unhurried
24 Sheet of matted cotton
27 Obstacle
28 Learned persons
32 Monetary unit of Zambia
36 Exclamation of surprise
37 Pay for
39 Trades
40 Feathered creature
42 Seine spot
44 Dull
45 Result
47 Move rhythmically
49 JFK posting
50 Semi-synthetic textile
51 Stocky
53 WWII event
56 Melody
57 Attachment
61 Old stringed instruments
65 Large cat
66 One on slopes
69 Go (over) carefully
70 Editor Wintour
71 Slow, musically
72 Auricular
73 Winder for holding flexible
material
74 Give a seat?
75 Treehouse used by birds

DOWN
1 Primates with short tails or no tail
2 Short letter
3 Not false
4 With hands on hips and elbows
bent outward
5 Kernel
6 Large flightless bird
7 Volition
8 Stories
9 Loose coil of yarn
10 Drew up shoulders
11 Den
12 Sheltered, nautically
13 Not fearful
21 Cure, in a way
23 Quartz grains
25 Diamond cover
26 Walk
28 Clear-headed
29 Porcelain tableware
30 Equine
31 Mother of Isaac
33 Merchandise
34 Overjoy
35 Convocation of witches
38 Fungal infection of the skin or
nails
41 Pertaining to the duodenum
43 Skin marking, often due to injury
46 Terminates
48 Wicked
52 Holly shrub
54 Passageway
55 Country bumpkin
57 Chemical used on trees
58 Take a meal
59 Sharpen
60 Baseball team
62 Carry
63 Greek goddess of strife
64 Faction of a group, often religious
67 And so on
68 Decay, waste away

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p74
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Schnepel S1 Furniture – it will make you think again
• Free Home Delivery
• Free Infra Red Remote sender to enable you to use remotes

when the doors are closed.
• Built in Power sockets
• High Gloss Black or High Gloss White
• Many extras such as audio, lighting and even a remote control

TV lift available.

Demagio and Schnepel
info@demagio.com or call us on 01604 652832

S1 Black and Red
TV Furniture with

lights built in.

High Gloss unit
with audio and TV
bracket built in

The NEW Star Collection from

Spectacular Sleeping Experience

Dunlopillo  | Windover Road  | Huntingdon  | Cambridgeshire  | PE29 7EF  | T: 01480 442255  | E: enquiries@dunlopillo.co.uk

Care to join us?
The world leaders in research and testing
for the furniture industry

Enhance and promote your business
The Furniture Industry Research Association is a truly unique, not for 
profit organisation that represents the whole of the UK furniture industry.  
Our Members enjoy a number of unique key benefits:

Find out how to join and get your company profiled
alongside some of the best names in the business:

www.fira.co.uk/membership
or call 01438 777 700
Maxwell Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2EW

Testing Certification Consultancy Training Equipment Specifier Services
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New and old
There was no doubt what was going to
go on the floor of the Carpet Museum in
Kidderminster, only which company
would produce it. Brockway Carpets has
donated £15,000 of bespoke coloured
lime green, blue and turquoise carpet for
two of the museum’s principal exhibition
rooms and browsing area. The colours
match samples supplied by the museum
to reflect its internal decor scheme.

‘We are delighted to support the
museum in celebrating the town’s
contribution to the carpet industry,’ says
Nick Walley, Brockway production
director. ‘As both a member of the
Kidderminster carpet industry and
campaigner of British craftsmanship, it is
fantastic to finally see the museum open.’

The Carpet Museum Trust received
£1.9m of lottery funding to set up the
museum in 2010 and it was officially
opened last month.

‘We’re very pleased with our bespoke
carpets. The vibrant colours are
spectacular and achieve the wow factor
we were hoping for,’ says Charles Talbot,
Carpet Museum founder-trustee.

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

Knockout: Trade shows aren’t really the place
for celebrity spotting, so visitors to the
second day of the Bed Show got an
unexpected autograph opportunity when
former world WBC heavyweight boxing
champion Frank Bruno tried out Sealy’s
launches. Insert your own Harry Carpenter
joke here…

A royal appointment 
The Duke of York officially opened Webs
Furniture Training’s Beeston, Nottingham
facility last month. Including funding
from the Skills Funding Agency, £2.2m
has been invested in extending and
refurbishing the former Victorian lace
mill. The duke toured the 20,000sqft
premises meeting tutors and apprentices
in the polishing, upholstery, design,
kitchen installation and cabinet making
departments. 

‘We were delighted to have His Royal
Highness opening our new building as
part of his Working with Youth visit. It is
such a huge honour and is the perfect
way to celebrate this fantastic new
facility. Webs can now provide young
people with an inspirational learning
environment where they have access to
the highest quality facilities, technology
and equipment to help them achieve
their goals,’ says Peter Sisson, WFT
director. 

Nick Walley and Charles Talbot 

The Duke of York visits
Webs Furniture
Training’s upholstery
department





love your floor™

UK Sales:01706 238 810

Perfect performers and famous for bringing pure luxury,
warmth and comfort to the home, Tredaire underlays are designed

to keep carpets looking good and feeling fabulous for longer. 

The Tredaire range features outstanding levels of comfort and
performance so every carpet gives that ‘on air’ feeling. That’s why Tredaire

is the UK’s biggest selling underlay brand - the market leader!
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